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Abstract

The objectives of this study were to determine the entrance surface dose to the patient and to estimate the dose to
the uterus and ovaries due to hysterosalpingography (HSG) diagnostic examinations performed in Recife-Pe,
Brazil. The entrance doses were measured using four thermoluminescent dosimeters per patient, attached to
anatomical landmarks on the patient's skin. The study was carried out on 25 patients between 21 and 45 years of
age who underwent the HSG examinations in two training hospitals and one private radiodiagnostic institute.
The number of exposures performed ranged from 4 to 15 radiographs per patient measured. Entrance surface
doses varied between 4.99 and 36.6 mGy, with an average of 12.6mGy. The doses to the ovaries and uterus
ranged from 0.80 mGy to 5.8 mGy and LlOmGy to 8.05 mGy, respectively.

1. Introduction

Hysterosalpingography (HSG) is a radiological procedure which is performed on young
women to investigate the causes of infertility and sterility or to check the patency of the tubes
following reversal of sterilization. Many patients undergoing HSG are between 20 to 40 years
old and desire pregnancy. The average patient age according to Tyrell et.al is 31 years [1].
During this diagnostic examination many different radiographic projections and fluoroscopies
are made resulting in a high patient dose. The uterus and the ovaries are the main irradiated
organs [2,3]. For this reason, this examination requires rigorous optimization of the
procedures in order to have the image quality required for the diagnosis with the lowest
patient dose possible.

There are only few publications on patient dosimetry in HSG in Brazil, one of which is the
study made by Canevaro in Rio de Janeiro [4].

The current study was undertaken to evaluate the dose received by the patients during the
HSG examination performed in Recife, the Capital of the State of Pernambuco, located in the
Brazilian northeastern region. Its aim was to obtain dose values for the same procedure
performed in different hospitals in order to help to estabilish a reference dose level for this
radiodiagnostic procedures in Pernambuco.

2. Material and methods

This study was performed in two hospitals (A and B) and one radiodiagnostic private institute
(C). Both hospitals are educational institutions were radiologist residents performed
specialized training. At A and C HSG was performed by series of exposures and the tube
potential (kV) and mA were set manually by the radiographer. The X-ray equipment used are,
respectively, Siemens Polimat B and EMIC. Hard copy images were obtained on 24 x 30 cm
film using standard film screen radiography only. In hospital B a fluoroscopic technique
irradiation was used to position the patient adequately for the radiography. The equipment is
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the Phillips Super 80CP. On this unit both kV and mA are controlled automatically following
operating algorithms programmed into the x-ray generator.

27 to 42The measurements were made with in a total of 25 patients with ages ranging from
years and abdomen thickness ranging from 16 to 20 cm. The examinations were performed
with 100 to 110cm focus-film distance and the field size, determined by the radiographer,
varied between 19 cm x 15cm and 30cm x 24cm on the patient's surface. Table I shows some
of the exposure parameters.

Table I. Values of The Main Technical Parameters for the institutions A,B and C

Parameter

Tube potential (kV)

No. of films

Mean Value

A

70.8

5.9

B

73.0

6.8

C

69.9

4.7

Min Max

A

66-77

4-15

B

71-75

5-7

C

64-77

4-5

The dosimetric evaluation was performed with LiF TLDs (TLD-100) calibrated with radiation
energies similar to the ones used in clinical setting. The results were corrected to take into
account backscattering. Two dosimeters were packaged in a polyethylene case and heat
sealed. Two bags were placed on the surface of each patient, one on the right and the other on
the left side of the abdomen, 3 cm from the field center. The TLDs were processed on a
Victoreen readout system model 2800M and the average of their readings corresponds to the
entrance surface dose.

In order to obtain reasonable estimates for the dose to the uterus and to the ovaries, the HSG
was simulated with the Monte Carlo program EVA [5]. This program determines among other
doses quantities also conversion coefficients between organ doses and entrance surface dose.
A simple multiplication of the measured entrance surface doses (Table II) with the appropriate
conversion coefficient leads to the organ doses shown in Table III.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the distribution of entrance surface doses. Table II on the other hand shows
the mean values obtained for the three institutions. In spite of having more experience
physicians in the institution C, the entrance dose received by the patients during the exams
were higher than those observed in the other two (A and B). Probably this is due to the fact
that the value of the total filtration of the x-ray equipment used in institution B (2.5mm of Al)
is lower than the ones used in the other two institutions (3.5mm of Al).
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Figure 1: Frequency distribution of entrance surface doses for HSG Examinations

Table II. Entrance surface doses in mGy obtained at institutions A,B and C, for HSG
examinations

Institution

A

B

C

Entrance Surface Dose ( mGy)

Mean

8.44

17.36

31.74

Min-Max

4.99- 14.28

6.08- 36.40

26.41-36.60

Table III shows the doses to the uterus and to the ovaries determined as the mean absorbed
dose to each organ. The results are similar to the other found in the literature.

Table III. Mean ovaries and uterus doses obtained at institutions A,B and C for HSG
examinations

Institution

A

B

C

Mean Dose (mGy)

Ovaries dose
(mGy)

1.18

5.27

2.38

2.94

Uterus dose
(mGy)

1.71

6.97

3.42

4.03
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4. Conclusion

The large range of entrance surface doses found is due to several factors like variation in
patient thickness, field size, potential x-ray tube, etc. Different procedures for the examination
generate different doses to the ovaries and what seems to improve positioning ( case B) needs
the major number of radiographs. The results obtained provide useful guidance on dose levels
and optimization strategies.
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